SUNY POTSDAM CHEMISTRY PRESENTS:

C  He  Mt  O  B  Er  F  Es  T!

12  4  (268)  15.99  10.81  167.26  55.85  (252)  47.87

September 26th 2014
SUNY POTSDAM UNION QUAD
10:30AM-5:00PM
EVENT ORGANIZERS...

MATTHEW CERDA, DR. MARIA HEPEL, JOHN PROETTA
CHEMICAL ATTRACTIONS

FLUORESCENCE RAVE CAVE

CHEMICAL SCENTS

GLUCOSE TESTING AND BIOSENSORS

CONFECTIONERY CHEMISTRY
CHEMICAL ATTRACTIONS
CHEMISTRY MAGIC SHOW

MATTHEW CERDA

JOHN PROETTA
CHEMISTRY MAGIC SHOW !!!!
EVENT COMMITTEE

CARMEN KENNEY, NICOLE CARSTENS, STEFANIE GUIDICE, MITCHELL MAYVILLE, KIARA PERALTA, MATTHEW CERDA, ADAM LANG, GABRIELLA HARP
EVENT COMMITTEE

CASEY CUNNIF, ERIN LINKIEWICZ, MIHAEL GERKMAN
EVENT VOLUNTEERS

DELTA KAPPA THETA

PHI KAPPA PI

GEOLOGY CLUB
BIOLOGY CLUB AND MORE FRIENDS

FRANK THE EASTERN BLACK RAT SNAKE

CHEETCH THE CORN SNAKE

BRANDON PASTRANA

[Images of people holding snakes and a turtle skeleton]
NON-NEWTONIAN OOBLECK
FACE PAINTING
BUSINESS PARTNERS

The College Store
Potsdam Bears
Career Planning
PACES
SGA
NEW YORK STATE STEP
ACS Chemistry for Life
CANTON APPLES
The Hop
Potsdam CLEAR
NEW YORK STATE CSTEP